We study the positional game where two players, Maker and Breaker, alternately select respectively 1 and b previously unclaimed edges of K n . Maker wins if she succeeds in claiming all edges of some odd cycle in K n and Breaker wins otherwise. Improving on a result of Bednarska and Pikhurko, we show that Maker wins the odd cycle game if b ≤ (4 − √ 6)/5 + o(1) n. We furthermore introduce "connected rules" and study the odd cycle game under them, both in the Maker-Breaker as well as in the Client-Waiter variant.
Introduction
Positional games are two-player combinatorial games of perfect information that are played on a finite set X, called the board, equipped with a family of subsets F ⊂ 2 X , called the winning sets. Throughout this paper, the board will always be given by E(K n ), the edges of the complete graph on n vertices. In our results we will deal with winning sets that are formed by the odd cycles in that complete graph.
Our main focus will be on biased Maker-Breaker games, which were introduced by Chvátal and Erdős [9] and are perhaps the most commonly studied variant of positional games. Here the two players, referred to as Maker and Breaker, take turns selecting respectively 1 and b previously unclaimed elements of the board X until all elements are claimed, with Maker starting the game. Maker wins if she succeeds in claiming all elements of some winning set F ∈ F and Breaker wins otherwise.
The value b is referred to as the bias of the game. Most common Maker-Breaker games are an easy win for Maker whenever b = 1 and the board is big enough, motivating the need to study the biased version of these games where Breaker is given additional power. We note that if Breaker has a winning strategy for some b ∈ N, then he also has one for any b ′ ≥ b. It follows that there exists a threshold bias b mb (F) so that Breaker wins the game if and only if b ≥ b mb (F) . Determining that threshold bias for various natural games is one of the central problems in the study of Maker-Breaker games.
For the cycle game Bednarska and Pikhurko [5] proved that b mb (C n ) = ⌈n/2⌉ − 1, where C n = {E(C) : C cycle in K n }. Furthermore, Krivelevich [19] proved that Maker can always build a linearly-long cycle when b ≤ (1/2 − o(1)) n. In [6] Bednarska and Pikhurko discussed even cycle and odd cycle games, proving that b mb (OC n ) ≥ (1 − 1/ √ 2 − o(1)) n ≈ 0.2928n where OC n = {E(C) : C odd cycle in K n }. We give the following small improvement of their lower bound. Since building a cycle of odd length is certainly at least as difficult for Maker as building a cycle of arbitrary length, we have the upper bound b mb (OC n ) ≤ b mb (C n ) = ⌈n/2⌉ − 1.
(1.2)
However, no upper bound separating the two values is known, motivating Bednarska and Pikhurko to ask the following question.
Question 1 (Bednarska and Pikhurko [5] ). Do we have b mb (OC n ) = 1/2 − o(1) n?
We note that both in Maker's strategy presented in [6] as well as in our strategy used to prove Theorem 1.1, Maker is maintaining a single connected component throughout the game. In order to get closer to an answer to Question 1, we therefore believe it is natural to study a version of the game in which Maker is in fact forced to keep her claimed edges connected, allowing Breaker to use this information to his advantage. We refer to these games as connected Maker-Breaker games and denote their threshold bias by b c mb (F). They follow exactly the same rules as previously laid out, with the exception that Maker is now only allowed to select edges that are incident to her previously claimed edges. If Maker is not able to make such a selection, she loses the game.
Since playing connected is a restriction for Maker, we clearly have b c mb (OC n ) ≤ b mb (OC n ) ≤ ⌈n/2⌉ − 1 for any n ∈ N. We prove an upper bound that separates the bias threshold of the connected game from n/2, showing that the answer to Question 1 is "No." if playing connected can be shown to be optimal for Maker. for n large enough.
Lastly, we also study the Client-Waiter 1 version of the odd cycle game. In every round of a biased Client-Waiter game, Waiter offers Client 1 ≤ t ≤ b + 1 previously unclaimed elements of the board. Client chooses exactly one of these elements and the remaining t − 1 are claimed by Waiter. Client wins if she has claimed all elements of some winning set and Waiter wins otherwise. Here Waiter starts the game.
We note that the reason for allowing Waiter to offer less than b + 1 elements per round is to ensure that we are again guaranteed to have a threshold bias b cw (F), so that Waiter wins the game if and only if b ≥ b cw (F). This version is commonly referred to as the monotone version. In the strict version, where Waiter has to offer exactly b + 1 elements per round, one only has an upper and lower threshold bias. This was not an issue in the Maker-Breaker variant where bonus moves never harm players. For more information on bias monotonicity, we refer the reader to [15] .
Hefetz, Krivelevich and Tan [17] studied the Client-Waiter cycle game and proved that b cw (C n ) = ⌈n/2⌉ − 1. Moreover, Krivelevich [19] proved that Client can always build a linearly long cycle if b ≤ 1/2 − o(1) n. For the odd cycle game, we trivially have b cw (OC n ) ≤ b cw (C n ) = ⌈n/2⌉ − 1. Using a random strategy for Client, Hefetz, Krivelevich and Tan [17] proved that b cw (OC n ) ≥ 1/(4 log 2) − o(1) n ≈ 0.3606n and conjectured that the upper bound is asymptotically tight. Conjecture 1.1 (Hefetz, Krivelevich and Tan [17] ). We have b cw (OC n ) = 1/2−o(1) n.
As with Question 1, we will study a connected version of Client-Waiter games in order to get closer to an answer to Conjecture 1.1. In the connected Client-Waiter game, Waiter is only allowed to offer edges which are adjacent to some edge already claimed by Client. If there are no such edges left, Client wins the game. During the first round Waiter has to offer edges that are all incident to a single arbitrary vertex. 2 We denote the threshold bias of these games by b c cw (F), so that Waiter wins the game if and only if b ≥ b c cw (F). Until now Client's role was most comparable to that of Maker, since both of these players are trying to claim all elements of a winning set. However, whereas the introduction of connected rules constituted a disadvantage for Maker, they are now a restriction for Waiter, so that we have b c cw (F) ≥ b cw (F). Furthermore, Waiter's strategy presented in [17] already follows these rules and therefore b c cw (C n ) = b cw (C n ) = ⌈n/2⌉ − 1. Regarding the odd cycle game, we trivially have
We show that the upper bound is tight, that is we prove Conjecture 1.1 under connected rules. for every n ∈ N.
We will use the following notation throughout the rest of the paper. Given a natural number n we write [n] = {1, . . . , n}. For a graph G, let V = V (G) and E = E(G) respectively denote its set of vertices and edges. We write v(G) = |V (G)| and e(G) = |E(G)| for their cardinalities. For a vertex v ∈ V (G) and a set of vertices A ⊂ V (G) let deg(v, A) denote the number of neighbours of v in A. Moreover, for A, B ⊂ V (G) we use e(A, B) to denote the number of edges connecting a vertex of A with a vertex of B. We also use e(A) to denote the number of edges between vertices of A. At any point during the game, we will refer to the graph given by the edges claimed by one of the players as Maker's graph, Breaker's graph and so forth. These do not include isolated vertices that are not part of any edge claimed by that player.
Outline. We start by proving Theorem 1.1 by providing a strategy for Maker in the Maker-Breaker odd cycle game in Section 2. We then prove Theorem 1.2 by providing a strategy for Breaker under connected rules in Section 3. Lastly, we establish the exact bias threshold for the connected Client-Waiter odd cycle game by proving Theorem 1. In this section we prove Theorem 1.1 by presenting a strategy for Maker in the MakerBreaker odd cycle game. The basic idea will be for her to build a tree in which one side of its bipartition is as large as possible. Maker achieves this by initially building a large star around some vertex until Breaker stops her from doing so. She then connects an arbitrary new vertex to her tree and continues by building a star around that vertex, always using only vertices which are not already part of her tree and therefore never closing an even cycle. She follows this principle until she is either able to close an odd cycle or she is forced to forfeit the game. (ii) Otherwise, if there is an unclaimed edge between w k and R, she claims it.
(iii) Otherwise, if there is a vertex u ∈ R which is adjacent to V \ {w 0 , . . . , w k } via an unclaimed edge and the degree of that vertex in Breaker's graph is at most |R| − b − 2, she claims this edge. The new vertex becomes w k+1 and she proceeds to the next phase.
(iv) Otherwise, she forfeits.
Before proving that this is a winning strategy, given a sufficiently small bias b, we first define a class of graphs G n,b that fulfil certain properties. In the proof of Theorem 1.1 we will show that if Breaker wins the game then his final graph must belong to G n,b . This will turn the question of what values of the bias Strategy 2.1 is successful against into the problem of minimising a certain parameter over all graphs in G n,b . Note that G is allowed to contain more than the required edges. When the elements of the tuple are clear from context, we will sometimes write G as an abbreviation for
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Assume that Breaker wins the game even though Maker plays according to Strategy 2.1. Let B k denote the set of neighbours of w k claimed in phase k by Maker. Note that all edges connecting w k and B k are claimed in part (ii) of phase k of the strategy. Let t ≥ 0 be the phase of Maker's strategy in which she either has to forfeit or the game ends naturally. Denote Maker's and Breaker's final graphs respectively by G M and G B and note that, as previously stated, these do not include isolated vertices that are not part of any edge claimed by that player. Proof. Since Breaker wins the game, Maker is never able to close an odd cycle. Since she plays according to Strategy 2.1, she also never closes an even cycle. It follows that G M is a tree and by design {w 0 , . . . , w t } and B 0 ∪ · · · ∪ B t are the parts of its bipartition.
Proof. Let us check that the requirements of Definition 2.1 apply to G B . (a) and (b) follow immediately from Strategy 2.1. Note that the B i are non-empty since for every 1 ≤ k ≤ t the vertex w k , when being chosen at the end of phase k − 1, is adjacent to at least b + 1 unclaimed edges going to R, so Maker can follow part (ii) in phase k of her strategy even after Breaker has claimed his b edges.
Continuing onto (c), we note that Breaker must have claimed all edges inside {w 0 , . . . , w t } and inside B 0 ∪ · · · ∪ B s , since otherwise Maker would have closed an odd cycle and won the game. Furthermore, for each 0 ≤ k ≤ t, Breaker must have claimed all edges between w k and R ∪ B k+1 ∪ · · · ∪ B t because otherwise Maker would have kept playing in phase k for at least one more round.
Finally, in order to verify (d), we will show that Maker always forfeits the game, that is the game never ends naturally. If Maker has not already forfeited during a previous Figure 1 : A graph G ∈ G n,b that satisfies Claim 2.4 with all required edges in red.
part of the game, she is clearly forced to do so when |R| ≤ b + 1 since no vertex can have negative degree. With this observation, the desired property follows immediately from Maker's strategy.
Define the parameter
and let
Note that the minimum is attained since G n,b is a finite set. By Observation 2.2, G M is a tree and therefore has N = |B 0 | + · · · + |B t | + t edges. It follows that Breaker claimed at most N b edges during the game and hence
We have therefore turned the problem into a minimisation over
which minimises f . In order to simplify this minimisation problem, we will make some observations about the structure of G.
Claim 2.4. We have
Proof. Assume otherwise that |A j | > 1 for some 1 ≤ j ≤ s. By moving one vertex u ∈ A j to A 0 and deleting the edges connecting u and {v 0 , . . . , v j−1 }, we would obtain a new graphG and new setsÃ 0 , .
Using Claim 2.4, we can lower bound the number of edges in G by
Note that this holds even if s = 0. Let R 1 denote the vertices in R that are fully connected to [n] \ R and let R 2 = R \ R 1 denote those that are not. Note that every vertex in R 2 satisfies the degree condition in
Claim 2.5. We have
Consequently, we may assume that
Proof Furthermore, we have the following relation between R 2 and A 0 .
Proof. To see that the left-hand side of the inequality holds, assume to the contrary that 
and that, since we removed |R 2 | + 2s edges and added |A 0 | + s edges and by assumption
, then we repeat this argument by removing two vertices v, u from A 0 and setting them to be v s+1 = v and A s+1 = {u}. It is easy to verify that this leads to a similar contradiction, proving the claim.
and note that |A 0 | + 2s + 1 + |R| = n, that is
Finally, we will solve the optimisation problem through a case distinction. 
If s = 0 (and therefore σ = 0), we get
and thus β ≥ 1/3. If s ≥ 1 then using both (2.6) and (2.7) we get
By assumption we also know that β ≥ ρ + o(1), so that after minimising the maximum of ρ and
by Claim 2.5. Again plugging the parameters into (2.4) therefore gives (1) by (2.6) and hence (2.8) becomes
Solving for β we get get β ≥ (1 − 2ρ + 2ρ 2 )/(2 − ρ), which implies β ≥ 2 − 5/2. If s ≥ 1, combining (2.6) and (2.7) implies
By assumption we also know that β ≤ ρ+o (1) . We can verify that
Case 2. If |R| > 2|A 0 | + 2s + b, then by Claim 2.5 we may assume that R = R 1 . Using that R = R 2 in (2.4) gives us
If s = 0, we again have α = 1 − ρ + o(1) by (2.6) and hence (2.9) becomes
If s ≥ 1 then again dividing the relation given in Claim 2.6 by n gives us
Combining (2.6), (2.9) and (2.10) implies that β ≥ 1 − 2α + o (1) . However, the case assumption combined with (2.6) and (2.10) also gives us that α
Combining these two results, we get that β = 1 + o (1) . 
s ). When we refer to these quantities at the end of round s, that is when k = b, we will omit the extra parameter and simply denote them by deg(v, V s ) and so forth.
Unless stated otherwise, we are always referring to Breaker's graph whenever talking about edges, degrees, etc. for the remainder of this section. Using this notation, let us state Breaker's strategy. (ii) Assume Breaker has fulfilled part (i) by claiming 0 ≤ k 0 < b edges and is in his k-th move for 
From now on we assume that Breaker is given a bias of
where ε = 0.06. Let us furthermore assume that, despite Breaker following Strategy 3.1 with the given bias, Maker wins the game in the (t + 2)-nd round for some t ≥ 0. We begin with some easy facts. (ii) Maker must create at least b + 1 threats in round t + 1.
Proof. Let us start by proving (i). Suppose that at some point Maker claims an edge e which closes an even cycle C 1 in her graph. Let C 2 be the odd cycle that she closes in the t + 2-nd round. If e ∈ C 2 , then (
is another odd cycle not containing e. It follows that we may assume that she chose any other edge instead of e without decreasing her possibility of winning. If at some point there are only edges left which close an even cycle in Maker's graph, she will lose the game, contradicting our assumption. For (ii), note that the only way Breaker loses while following Strategy 3.1 is when he cannot defend all threats and is forced to forfeit, implying that he must have faced b + 1 threats that were newly created by Breaker in the (t + 1)-st round.
To see that (iii) holds, note that by (i) Maker's graph would be a spanning tree after round n − 1, so that in every further round she cannot create any new threats. By (ii) it follows that t + 1 ≤ n − 1.
The next lemma establishes that Breaker, when following Strategy 3.1 but still losing, never claims any edge within R s or between V 1 s and V 2 s during round s. Proof. By Observation 3.1 (ii), there must exist some vertex v ∈ R t such that at least b + 2 of the edges between v and V t are unclaimed, that is deg(v,
Observation 3.2. Breaker never executes parts (ii) (a) or (d) of
Assume now to the contrary that Breaker saved strictly more than (εn 2 − n)/2 edges inside V t at the end of round t. Since Maker has claimed exactly t edges inside V t by Observation 3.1 (i) and Observation 3.2, Breaker has claimed at most
edges at the end of round t. From this we get the contradiction
where for the second inequality we have used the fact that the numerator is maximised when t = n − 2 and for the last inequality we are using that ε = 0.06 and n ≥ 34.
Combining Observation 3.2 and Lemma 3.4 will allow us to deduce good bounds on the number of edges between V s and R s . Let us write
for the average number of neighbours of a vertex v ∈ R s in V s and V i s for i ∈ {1, 2}. We start by bounding d i s with respect to d s .
Lemma 3.5.
For any 1 ≤ s ≤ t and i ∈ {1, 2} we have
Proof. Let us call a state (s, k) safe if there exists some u 0 ∈ R s such that
for any u ∈ R s \{u 0 }. We note that any safe state satisfies 
In particular, Breaker begins round s 0 + 1 by claiming edges incident to V 1
for some 0 ≤ k 1 ≤ b. By the way that ties are broken in part (ii) (b) of Strategy 3.1, it follows that deg
) for any u ∈ R s 0 +1 and hence (3.6) in fact implies that (s 0 + 1, k 1 ) is again a safe state.
Finally, since (3.4) and (3.5) imply that |d
Let us combine all of the previous results to describe the distribution of edges and vertices throughout the game. Lemma 3.6. For 1 ≤ s ≤ 2n/3, s ≤ t and n ≥ 5 we have
Proof. Lemma 3.4 implies the lower bound
Dividing by |R s | = n − s − 1, we get
where the last inequality holds by our assumptions on the size of s and n. On the other hand, we also have
where the last inequality holds by our assumptions on the size of s. Dividing by
Corollary 3.7. For 1 ≤ s ≤ 2n/3, s ≤ t and n ≥ 5 we have
Lastly, we will need two more technical lemmas before we can prove Theorem 1.2.
for n ≥ 184 .
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that
for both i ∈ {1, 2} and some
for every 1 ≤ s ≤ 2n/3, where the last inequality holds since ε = 0.06 and n ≥ 184. By iterating this and using Lemma 3.3 (b) and Lemma 3.5, we get
. . , ⌊ √ εn⌋ and i ∈ {1, 2}. By our assumption on the cardinality of V i s 0 , Breaker therefore saves at least
edges in of the rounds s 0 + 1, . . . , s 0 + ⌊ √ εn⌋. In total Breaker therefore saves at least
edges throughout the game, contradicting Lemma 3.4.
Lemma 3.9. Maker does not win early, that is
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that Maker claimed an edge between V 1 t and some vertex v ∈ R t in the (t + 1)-st round. By Observation 3.1 (ii), this created at least b + 1 threats and therefore
By Observation 3.1 (i) and Lemma 3.3 (b), we therefore have
If we assume that t < 2n/3, then by Lemma 3.6 we have
We are finally able to complete the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Theorem 1.2. Assume that n ≥ 184 and consider the two rounds
and s 2 = 2s 1 .
Note that s 1 , s 2 < t by Lemma 3.9. By Lemma 3.8 and Corollary 3.7 we now have, without loss of generality, that
By Observation 3.1 (i), it follows that
Again by Corollary 3.7, we also have
Clearly (3.10) and (3.12) imply that Maker adds a vertex to V 1 s during at least
of the rounds between rounds s 1 + 1 and s 2 . By (3.11), Lemma 3.3 (b) and Corollary 3.7 we know that Breaker saves at least
edges in each of these rounds. Inserting s 1 and s 2 , Breaker therefore saves at least
edges in total, contradicting Lemma 3.4 if n is large enough.
A strategy for Client -Proof of Theorem 1.3
In this section we prove Theorem 1.3 by presenting a strategy for Client in the connected Client-Water odd cycle game. We note that Client's graph, as long as she has not yet won the game, will be bipartite. If at any point there is an unclaimed edge inside either of the two parts of that bipartition, Waiter will be forced to eventually offer it, allowing Client to close an odd cycle and therefore winning the game. It follows that Waiter, whenever he offers an edge incident to a vertex which is not yet part of Client's graph, will either offer all unclaimed edges between that vertex and Client's graph or he must have previously claimed all edges between that vertex and one part of the bipartition. Client's strategy will be aimed at reducing the number of times the later of the two scenarios occurs. Let G C (s) = (V s , E s ) denote Client's graph after her s-th turn and let R s = [n] \ V s be the set of vertices not touched by Client. As already mentioned, G C (s) is bipartite as long as Client has not won the game and since G C (s) is connected, there is a unique (up to labelling) bipartition V s = V 1 s ∪ V 2 s , which we may choose in such a way that V i s ⊂ V i s+1 holds for all s ≥ 0 and i ∈ {1, 2}. Note again that our notion of Client's and Waiter's graph do not include isolated vertices.
Unless stated otherwise, we are always referring to Waiter's graph when talking about edges, degrees, etc. for the remainder of this section. Using this notation, let us introduce the following definition. The following strategy for Client tries to avoid having many critical vertices. Parts (i) and (ii) of it merely imply that Client should win the game whenever she gets a chance to do so and therefore should be part of every rational strategy for Client. Part (v) implies that Client chooses to forfeit rather than claiming an edge that would close an even cycle in her graph. In particular, as long as Client has not won the game, her graph will be a tree. (ii) Otherwise, if there is some edge in W s so that after claiming it there would be an unclaimed edge in V 1 s or V 2 s , she claims it. (iii) Otherwise, if there is some edge in W s which is incident to a non-critical part and to R s , she claims it.
(iv) Otherwise, if there is some edge in W s which is incident to R s , she claims it.
(v) Otherwise she forfeits.
From now on we assume that Waiter is given a bias of
and that he wins the game despite Client following Strategy 4. Proof. Suppose that Waiter offers the edge x 1 y for some, without loss of generality,
s . We first show that Waiter offers all unclaimed edges between y and V 2 s . Suppose for contradiction that there is an unclaimed edge x 2 y for some x 2 ∈ V 2 s which Waiter did not offer. Then, Client will choose x 1 y (or an equivalent edge) by part (ii) of her strategy. Consequently, x 2 y will be an unclaimed edge inside V 2 s+1 which Client, following part (i) of her strategy, will eventually pick and therefore close an odd cycle. This contradicts the assumption that Waiter wins the game and he therefore offers all unclaimed edges between y and V 2 s . Since y is not critical with respect to V 2 s , there is at least one unclaimed edges x 2 y for some x 2 ∈ V 2 s which Waiter offers by the first part. Repeating the argument with x 2 and y, we conclude that Waiter also offers all unclaimed edges between y and V 1 s . Equipped with these lemmas, it is now easy to prove Theorem 1.3.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. By Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4, whenever Waiter offers one edge incident to some v ∈ R s , he in fact offers all edges between v and V s . It follows that there will never be an unclaimed edge inside V s and therefore Client does not give up the game by following part (v) of her strategy. Hence the game ends after some
rounds with all edges having been claimed. Since G C (t) is a tree, this implies
a contradiction.
Concluding remarks and open questions
Two other variants of the odd cycle game that could be studied are Avoider-Enforcer and Waiter-Client games (not to be confused with the Client-Waiter games studied in this paper). In the biased Avoider-Enforcer odd cycle game, Enforcer wants to force Avoider to claim all edges of an odd cycle, whereas the appropriately named Avoider tries to avoid just that. Since there are similar issues regarding monotonicity of the bias as in the Client-Water variant, there is a monotone version of this game, where Avoider claims at least one and Enforcer claims at least b edges in each round, as well as a strict version, where Avoider and Enforcer respectively claim exactly one and b edges. For more details on Avoider-Enforcer games see [3, 16, 14, 15] . Hefetz, Krivelevich, Stojaković and Szabó [13] considered the unbiased AvoiderEnforcer odd cycle game, that is b = 1, and proved that Enforcer wins rather fast. Clemens, Ehrenmüller, Person and Tran [10] proved that for a bias satisfying b ≥ 200n ln n, Avoider can ensure that his graph is a forest for every but the last round of the game. Hefetz, Krivelevich, Stojaković and Szabó [12] considered various Avoider-Enforcer games, among them the strict version of the biased odd cycle game. In the strict version, there is an upper threshold bias b + ae (OC n ) and a lower threshold bias b − ae (OC n ) with the property that Avoider wins if b ≥ b + ae (OC n ) and Enforcer wins if b < b − ae (OC n ). The authors in [12] showed that cn ≤ b − ae (OC n ) ≤ b + ae (OC n ) ≤ n 3/2 for some constant c > 0.
Question 2.
What is the threshold bias for the Avoider-Enforcer odd cycle games?
Waiter-Client games are similar to Client-Waiter games, except now Client's goal is to avoid claiming all edges of a winning set. Bednarska-Bzdȩga, Hefetz, Krivelevich, and Łuczak considered Waiter-Client games in [7] . A special case of their result, regarding the Waiter-Client odd cycle game, states that n − 4⌈n 3/4 ⌉ + 1 ≤ b wc (OC n ) ≤ 1.00502n and they further conjectured that the lower bound is asymptotically correct.
One goal of Theorem 1.2 was to show that, if the answer to Question 1 is "Yes.", then we have separated the regular threshold from the connected one. Motivated by this, we believe that it is of interested to determine the connected thresholds of various other games. One classic game is the connectivity game, for which Gebauer and Szabó [11] showed that the threshold bias for the Maker-Breaker variant is asymptotically equal to n/ ln n. Another classic game is the Hamiltonicity game, for which Krivelevich [18] showed that the threshold bias for the Maker-Breaker game is (1+o(1))n/ ln n. However, it is easy to see that, with a bias of b = 2, Breaker can isolate a vertex when playing against connected Maker. This means that for the Hamiltonicity and the connectivity games the regular biases differ quite drastically from the connected ones. This is true as well for other games where Maker's goal is to occupy a spanning subgraph of K n .
One can ask whether we observe the same phenomenon for other Maker-Breaker games. For example, in the Maker-Breaker H-game, Maker's goal is to fully claim a copy of a fixed graph H. Bednarska and Łuczak [4] showed that the threshold bias for the MakerBreaker H-game is Θ(n 1/m 2 (H) ) where m 2 (H) = max H ′ ⊆H (e(H ′ )−1)/(v(H ′ )−2). Kusch, Rué, Spiegel and Szabó [20] generalised their results to a large class of games, including van der Waerden games introduced by Beck in [1] . Since in these proofs Maker's strategy is not connected, it could be of interest to determine whether the threshold bias of these games is equal to the regular one.
Question 3. What is the threshold bias for the connected Maker-Breaker H-game?
Lastly, let us note that, since a graph is 2-colourable if and only if is does not contain odd cycles, one can view the odd cycle game as the non-2-colourability game. Hence, a natural generalisation of the odd cycle game would be to study the non-k-colourability game for integers k ≥ 3. It was proved in [12] that the threshold bias for the MakerBreaker non-k-colourability game satisfies s 1 n ≤ b mb (N C k n ) ≤ s 2 n, where N C k n = {E(C) : C subgraph of K n that is not k-colourable} and s 1 = s 1 (k) and s 2 = s 2 (k) are constants depending only on k. It would be interesting to determine whether the threshold biases of the connected and the regular non-k-colourability game are equal or not.
Question 4. Do we have
b mb (N C k n ) ∼ b c mb (N C k n )?
